MOTOR CARRIER MAPS AND ATTACHMENTS REFERENCE GUIDE

Map References:

**Group Map 1** – Identifies Group 1, 2 & 3 highways and indicates *Legal Length* limits for various *Legal Size* vehicles and combinations hauling *Legal Size Loads*. *No permit required*. May also be used to determine pilots for over width on Group 2 & Group 3 Highways per charts on attachments 70A, 75A, or 82A *(By permit).*

**Route Map 2** – Use for determining *pilot vehicles* required for *Over Width* loads. Refer to pilot vehicle chart shown on attachments 70A, 75A, or 82A. Also displays Certified Flagger/Rolling Stop structures. *Over width operations by permit only*. Use to denote annual routes for Unladen Heavy Haul combinations (w/jeeps and/or booster).

**Route Map 5** – Displays annual *Triples* routes & authorized days of operation. *Operations by permit only*. Special qualifications apply to obtain this permit.

**Route Map 6** – Displays authorized annual routes (up to 14’ wide) for *Mobile/Modular Units*.* Operations by permit only.*

**Route Map 7** – Displays *Length Requirements* for Truck-tractor/Semitrailers and Doubles. *No permit required unless exceeding displayed limitations.*

**Route Map 8** – Displays *Weight Restricted Bridges* on state highways and their weight restrictions by structure. Weight limitations shown may not be exceeded.

**Route Map 9** – Displays authorized annual routes for *Over Width (up to 14’ wide)* and/or *Heavy Haul* loads (not exceeding 98,000 lbs gross and Weight Table 3 maximums). *Operations by permit only.*

Attachment References:

**Attachment 100A** – Displays latest revision dates for current Maps and Attachments and any interim revisions/changes between map printings.

**Attachment 70A** – Provides limitations and requirements when operating under one or more annual COVP permits (possibly multi-jurisdictional). *Applies to Annual Permits only.*

**Attachment 74A** – Provides limitations and requirements when operating under an annual *Triples* permit.

**Attachment 75A** – Provides limitations and requirements when operating under a *Single Trip* (or possibly a 30 day) permit for hauling *Mobile/Modular Units*.

**Attachment 82A** – Provides limitations and requirements when operating under a *Single Trip Permit for any other Oversize Load* not covered by other divisions/attachments.

**Attachment 17** – Provides limitations and requirements when operating under an *annual Long Logs, Poles, Piling and Structural Members* permit.

**Attachment H** – Provides Hauling Hours and Days restrictions and exceptions (e.g. “city hours”; nighttime movement; summer weekends and holiday travel)

Other References:


**Over-Dimension Permit Unit Website:**